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Abstract: Autism is a condition where one has challenges in controlling their social skills and behaviours. Autism affects their communications with people surrounding them. WHO reports one in every 160 children has autism. Interventions are needed by the autism community to assists them in teaching the autism students and managing the autism centers. User Experience (UX) and Multimedia Project Management (MPM) are used to produce learning-module videos for autism children. An 8-week field study of a summative evaluation on the use of the video was conducted. A post-study focus group discussion was then discussed with three caretakers regarding the use of the video for 1) the students learning skills and for 2) the caretakers to teach the students. The findings show using MPM and UX for developing videos for autism children is positive for both questions. However, further investigation on the learning capability of the autism students can be explored.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Autism Spectrum Disorder (hereafter “autism”) is a condition where one has challenges in controlling their social skills and behaviours [1]. Autism can be classified into mild or severe disorder in which both need a caretaker. People with autism have problems communicating, especially in expressing themselves, either verbal or non-verbal. This leads to having a problem for other people to understand their needs, wants, and concerns. A caretaker is the one taking care of the autism people. A caretaker would have special-needs training which is a practice in dealing with people with autism. WHO reported one in every 160 children has autism [2]. There is no known cause of autism and no cure for autism. However, research has shown that interventions combining with ongoing therapies can positively lead to having an independent, happy, and productive autistic person [3, 4].

User Experience (hereafter “UX”) is the overall experience of a user after using such technology [5]. One main idea of UX is by including users throughout the whole development of the technology. This includes by involving the users in investigating the problems, designing the technology, and evaluating the technology. UX fits well in all typical software development: software development life cycle, agile, scrum or other development lifecycles. A huge number of research has proved that that using UX in developing technology can give positive results in particular on its effectiveness, efficiency, and ease of use piece to the users [6-8].

Multimedia Project Management (hereafter “MPM”) is a practice of managing a project to ensure its success in reaching the project goals at a specified time [9, 10]. A typical MPM consists of four phases. In each phase, there are deliverables that need to be completed and succeeded prior to moving to the next phase. MPM helps the project manager to monitor the overall progress of the project. Each phase consists of a milestone. This provides a good basis for control of the project. This also provides confidence in managing the project. The first phase is Project Initiation. This is the beginning of the project, which can make a difference in the project’s success or failure. In this phase, a deep understanding of the problem is needed. The second phase is the Pre-production. This phase consists of gathering the raw materials before any development is conducted. Proper design i.e., storyboards of the multimedia, should be ready at this stage. The third phase is the Production. This phase if where you get your hands dirty in producing multimedia. The workable or executable version of your multimedia should be ready at this stage. The last phase is the Post-production. Both alpha and beta testing should be conducted to ensure the multimedia fits the requirements, as stated in the Project Initiation phase.

Reviewing the research in autism, education, management, and technology, little work has been done in combining these three areas in particular in understanding the autism caretakers’ perspective while taking care of the autism students. To investigate this matter, we partnered with UMSKAL Autism Development Centre (UADC) and students from Multimedia Technology Programme (MTP), Universiti Malaysia Sabah. UADC requested ten learning-module videos to be viewed daily by their students. Further explanations of these
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Learning-modules is in Section 2, below. Students from MTP produced the videos using UX and MPM, similarly, further explanations in Section 2. A focus group discussion was then conducted to discuss the use of the videos with a group of caretakers from UADC.

The order of this paper is as such: Section 2 presents the model of combining UX and MPM in producing learning-module videos for UADC, Section 3 provides the method for the focus group discussions, Section 4 presents the results and discussions, and lastly, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. LEARNING-MODULE VIDEO PRODUCTION USING USER EXPERIENCE (UX) AND MULTIMEDIA PROJECT MANAGEMENT (MPM)

UMSKAL Autism Development Centre (UADC) located in Labuan, Malaysia was founded in 2016. Currently, UADC has more than 20 mild-autism students registered at the centre. The students range from preschoolers and are not more than 12 years old. The students are grouped into a few factors: their age and the level of their mild autism. Further classification of the mild autism will not be discussed in this paper. UADC requested ten learning-module videos (hereafter “modules”) to be viewed daily by their students. Each module consists of steps that need to be easily followed by the students. The steps are simple and straightforward. These are the main factors in dealing with people with autism. Figure 1 shows an example of some steps of Arriving at School Module.

![Figure 1: Some steps of Arriving at School Module, adapted from UADC](image)

Currently, the modules are printed and compiled in a file only. As for the example above, in Arriving at School Module, the caretakers will wait in front of the gate and perform the steps with the students each day. There will be cases where students might forget the steps. If there are any newcomers, he / she will observe how the other students are doing the steps and then follow. Other modules include Physical Activity Module, Morning Walk Module, Eating with Cutlery Module, Eating with Hand Module, Toilet Module and a few others.

The UADC management is interested in exploring technology interventions to encourage the students to remember these steps. It is knowns the people with autisms are observers and tend to follow what other people will do. Thus, producing videos were suggested.

2.1 COMBINING UX AND MPM TO PRODUCE THE LEARNING-MODULE VIDEOS

50 students from Multimedia Technology Programme (MTP), Universiti Malaysia Sabah were grouped into 10 groups with five students per group. Each group was assigned to produce one learning-module video. Based on UX, we included UADC, as our user, throughout the whole MPM production of the videos. It should be noted that it is quite hard to interview the autism students per se. Thus, as been conducted by other autism research, interviewing the caretakers is the closest person that could understand people with autism [11, 12]. The duration of the MPM was 25 weeks. All phases of MPM were completed within the timeframe. Table 1 shows the combination of MPM and UX in producing each learning-module video.

Table 1: The combination of MPM and UX in producing the learning-module videos

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPM</th>
<th>UX</th>
<th>Duration (Week No.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Initiation &amp; Pre-production</td>
<td>Interview with the caretakers of UADC to get further understanding about: the module the requirement of the</td>
<td>Week 1 – Week 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>The production of the learning-module videos by the MTP students</td>
<td>Week 4 – Week 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Post-production | 1. Formative evaluation  
• Each group presented their video to the caretakers  
• The caretakers evaluated the usability of the video  
2. Re-production of the video based on the comments received from the caretakers and experts  
3. Summative evaluation  
• For this interest of this paper, we focused on one learning-module only  
• The caretakers run the video to the autism students, daily  
• The caretakers were asked to observe the students’ attitude on their leaning interest after watching the video, and the caretakers’ perspective while taking care of the autism students in using the video  
4. Post-study focus group session on the summative evaluation | Week 11 – Week 15 |

This paper is interested in presenting point no. 4 of the post-production phase. The method of the focus group is presented in the next section.

3. Method
The focus group discussion (hereafter “discussion”) was about 1) the autism students’ attitude on learning interest while watching the video, 2) the caretakers’ perspective while taking care of the autism students in using the video. One discussion with three participants was conducted. The moderator was experienced at focus group moderations. The moderator also took notes on each point given by the participants. To suit the participants, the discussion was conducted in Malay.

3.1 Participant
The participation was voluntary. The participants were caretakers of UADC. Each caretaker had work for more than one year with UADC. There were two women and one man. All participants also participated in the Project Initiation and Pre-production phase of the MPM.

3.2 Material and Equipment
The discussion questions were post-study questions. The questions included about the autism students’ attitude on learning interest while watching the video and the caretakers’ perspective while taking care of the autism students in using the video.

3.3 Procedure
The discussion was conducted at UADC. During the discussion, they were other classes for the autism students, but other caretakers handled them. We did not interrupt any ongoing classes. The discussion lasted for nearly 1 hour.

The moderator started by introducing the objectives and procedures of the discussion. There was no consent form signed. The moderator started asking questions related to the discussion. A fair amount of time was given for each participant to share their views. At the end of the discussion, the moderator highlighted the key points noted by the participants. No cash rewards were given as the participation was voluntary. Lastly, the moderator debriefed and thank them.

3.4 Data Analysis
A content analysis [13] was conducted on the notes. The notes were read and re-read to identify the topics in related to the students’ attitude on learning interest while watching the video and the caretakers’ perspective while taking care of the autism students in using the video. All notes were translated into English. An open coding technique [14] was done until appropriate topics emerged. To establish inter-coder reliability of the categorization, a second coder went through all of the topics and any disagreements were resolved.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Overall, the focus group discussion found the use of UX and MPM in producing video is positive. Although the participants had no idea of UX and MPM, the participants repeatedly commented on, especially in making sure the video really suited the students. Some of the comments is as such:

- “it was different before now it’s better for the student” p1
- “that’s why it’s important to show to us first” p3

In regard to the students’ attitude on learning while watching the videos also brings positive results. However, it is noted that further investigation could be done to really investigate the capability of the students to learn without the caretakers to guide them. Some of the comments were:

- “this is something new they enjoyed watching it” p2
- “they do remember when we keep on showing the video again and again” p3
- “we did not really measure before and after we only observe in general maybe in the future we can study this” p1

In regard to the caretakers’ perspective while taking care of the autism students in using the video, the participants like the idea. All of them commented positively in combining technology intervention in assisting them in educating the students. The participants also gave other interventions that can be done apart from videos to assist them in teaching. Some of the comments were:

- “the video is interesting because it’s a different way for us to teach the students” p3
- “the video is good but I also have another idea why not you do a system that can play back the sounds of the words I mean when you click on that word the system will pronounce it back we need to teach the students to talk properly” p1

5. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an overview of the development of a video production for learning-modules for UMSKAL Autism Development Centre (UADC). We combined User Experience (UX) and Multimedia Project Management (MPM) to produce the videos. Based on UX, we included UADC, as our user, in each phase of MPM.

This paper also presented the result of a focus group discussion in regards to 1) the autism students’ attitude on learning interest while watching the video, and 2) the caretakers’ perspective while taking care of the autism students in using the video. The results of the focus groups were positive in both questions. However, it should be
noted that further investigation on such learning intervention can be done to investigate the capability of the students to learn without having the caretakers to guide them.
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